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Drake's "God's Plan" is another basic but good Drake song. The overall vibe of the song is reminiscent of "Views" with a repetitive but hypnotic beat in the background while Drake has a catchy hook. The most iconic line to come out of this single is already circulating Twitter. “She said do you love me? I tell her only partly, I only love my bed and my mama. I'm sorry.” That line can give you an idea of what the lyrics of the songs are like, the usual braggadocious lyrics we have been hearing from mainstream rappers. While the beat is relatively soft and almost sad, the lyrics mostly focus on how people are after Drake or “it's a lot of bad things they are wishin' on” him. So needless to say, this is the “tough” rapper Drake and not the “soft” R&B singer Drake from his older songs. Sure, he sings but it's more like sing-rapping. He has that skill that many rappers try to imitate where he effortlessly raps with some slight vocals blended in and out. If you're looking for just a good beat, I would recommend this song but if you're looking for meaningful lyrics, then this song isn't it.

Sounds Like:
Big Sean - sing-rapping and similar beat to what you might find on "I Decided."

Sounds Like:
PARTYNEXTDOOR - R&B vibes but not as smooth as PARTY on this

Recommended Tracks:
God's Plan (***) - Better than most rap songs that are out nowadays thanks to a hypnotic beat and the usual Drake style
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- [Contemporary R&B ]
- [Hip-Hop ]
- [pop hip-hop ]